
  ESCALON optical line scales are 
artefacts to perform ISO 10360-7
conform performance verifications 
of video CMMs. All ESCALON 
artefacts feature the same two 
properties:

    - they have a near zero thermal 
      expansion, allowing for a fast 
      easy use “in the field”
    - they have the measurement 
      elements in the neutral line, 
      allowing to make them very 
      light weight and make them 
      largely in-sensitive to clamping
      and orientation.

  Unlike most line scales the optical 
    ESCALONs can be fixed in diffe-
    rent inclinations without change-
    ing their length significantly, thanks 
    to their neutral line assembly. 
    Flatness may change slightly but 
    much less than if it was a solid 
    glass line scale.

  Uncertainty of calibration is as 
     small as 0.06 μm + 0.3 μm per m 
     of length.

  The length of the optical 
ESCALONs may be between 

  less than 100 mm and 970 mm.
This yields aproximately as well 
for Miniature ESCALONs.

Multisensor ball beams and multi sensorESCALONs allow sensing 
with tactile, video, laser, and tomography measurement systems.
Their calibration may be by tactile or video systems. Ball beams are
normally used where a 2D or even 3D application exists, e.g. for 
machine correction parameter measurement, ESCALONs for 1D cases.
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Photogrammetry 
ESCALONs 

  ESCALON photogrammetry bars
serve to bring traceability to photo-
grammetric measurements. 

  Comparing with classical photogram-
metric length standards we use 
two kinds of more precise targets, 
allowing an accurate tactile 
calibration.

   => One target type is a black cylinder 
      with flat ends and with a concentric 
      and co-planar white dot.

   => The other target type is a mat 
      black sphere in front of a retro-
      reflecting disc.

  The length of the optical 
ESCALONs may be between 

  some 100 mm and 970 mm.
This yields aproximately as well 
for Miniature ESCALONs.

   The artefacts below represent a third
group of optical artefacts: the group 
suited for laser probe or laser scanner
based measuring systems. Diverse 
special artefacts have been made to 
customer specifications.
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